2008 ford f350 6.4 diesel

Bought my F DRW 6. Purchased to pull a 38', fifth wheel both on short trips to the lake and
longer cross country trips. Have 2 more trips, 10 more states and about more miles planned this
summer and have had no experiences that would lead me to expect anything different. We
bought a Ford F and had 55 repairs in less than 5 years, Ford should have taken this vehicle
back under the lemon law and did not, there are thousands of owners who need to be in on this
law suit, look it up online! The was a lemon and Ford needs to admit that, we have been Ford
owners our whole lives but not anymore! Ford really let us down on this one! Spent 7, on
repairs to melted down up pipes, it is gutless without an egr delete which is illegal now to get , it
has no power at ALL without one, and you will not find a mechanic anywhere around to work on
it for you, it will leave you stranded, dealerships will try to rip you off on price to trade in,
horrible gas mileage, not a reliable vehicle, recently totaled ours because the braking system
failed, air bags did not deploy, and lost traction control. First off I love my truck, it's a Job 1 CC
4x4 diesel. The fuel economy isn't stellar, but it weighs in at 9K lbs with tools, I can live with it.
Use it mostly for highway trips, the ride is great. Around 54K miles I started doing a lot of city
driving building a new house and noticed the brakes are dragging bad. So what the Super all
about? Ford won't touch it either. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about
the F Super Duty. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Does exactly what it was purchased for. Worst
vehicle we have ever owned! Items per page:. Write a review See all F Super Duties for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up. Nine problems related to diesel engine
have been reported for the Ford F The most recently reported issues are listed below. I have
submitted my request for a recall to be issued on all Ford fsd for the exhaust temperature
sensor failure causing the vehicle to shutdown. Looks as though a recall was issued for Ford 6.
Due to an exhaust sensor problem, the vehicles may experience loss of power followed by an
engine stall. Consequence: an unexpected engine stall increases the risk of a crash.
Additionally, if this were to occur when the ambulance is transporting a patient, there is an
increased risk of injury to the patient. Corrective action: Ford will notify owners, and dealers will
replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor, free of charge. The recall is expected to begin by
the end of November Owners may contact Ford motor company customer relationship center at
Ford's recall campaign number is 13s Sure if a crash can result in the vehicle shutting down on
a 6. A crash is what almost happen when my wife's vehicle shutdown on her due to the sensor
going out heading down hill with no power steering. Investigate this and have Ford held
accountable. Wow "for review and consideration". Two Ford F Consumer writes in regards to a
design flaw in both vehicles current radiators. Consumer states vehicle began spewing smoke
and caught fire while driving the consumer also stated the check engine light illuminate and
apparently a sensor failed to operate. However, the service center insisted the problem was not
due to a sensor. Consumer states that the vehicle stalled while driving. The consumer stated a
code camp up that stated clean exhaust filter. The truck was towed to a repair shop. The
mechanic informed the consumer the exhaust sensor was bad and it needed to be replaced. The
consumer stated the sensor was replaced once before. Also, parts on the radiator were replaced
due to leaks around the engine. The repair shop informed the consumer the truck was not
running right and requested the service records. The consumer stated she and her husband
performed their own maintenance on the truck. The mechanic asked for the type of oil that was
used. The consumer was then informed the wrong type of oil was used and the engine was
damaged beyond repair. A sample of oil was tested and it was determined that the correct oil
was being used, however the oil was contaminated with coolant. Attorney representing
consumer writes in regards to engine problems, egr valves and high pressure fuel pumps
failure that manufacturer has failed and refused to repair. The contact owns a Ford F While
driving approximately 55 mph, pressure was applied to the accelerator pedal without power
assistance. The contact noticed excessive smoke coming from the exhaust pipe. In addition, the
vehicle hesitated and idled roughly. There were no warning lights illuminated on the instrument
panel. The contact pulled over to the side of the road an turned off the engine. After five
minutes, the engine was able to be restarted. The contact observed that the failure occurred
more frequently in rainy weather conditions and at any given speed. The vehicle was taken to an
authorized dealer for a diagnostic, but no failures were found. However, the computerized
system was reprogrammed and the motor was replaced at 53, miles. On 12 separate occasions,
the vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer for identical failures, but there were no
resolutions. The vehicle has not been repaired. The failure mileage was 33, and current mileage
was 73, The contact stated that the more pressure he applied to the brakes, the more the vehicle
lost control and accelerated to full throttle. The failure occurred while driving 65 mph. The
tachometer was above 3, rpm. The current mileage was 2, and failure mileage was 1, Two issues
really: a sloppily installed valve cover gasket on the right valve cover causing fluid leakage. The

second is a constant drift to the left. Consumer expresses discontent with Ford motor company
the consumer stated the engine locked up on his vehicle with only 19, miles. The consumer
found a TSB regarding symptoms of water in the fuel tank vent area. The consumer stated it
seemed that Ford was aware of the possibility of water entering the fuel tank vent area due to
snow and ice build-up. Car Problems. Diesel Engine problem 1. Diesel Engine problem 2. Diesel
Engine problem 3. Diesel Engine problem 4. Diesel Engine problem 5. Diesel Engine problem 6.
Diesel Engine problem 7. Diesel Engine problem 8. Diesel Engine problem 9. Radiator problems
Radiator problems. Engine Exhaust System problems. Engine And Engine Cooling problems.
Engine Cooling System problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve problems. Check Engine
Light On problems. Engine Knocking Noise problems. Engine Oil Leaking problems. Coolant
Leaking problems. Engine Stall problems. You can't win 'em all, even when you're one of the
world's largest automakers. Ford knows this to be true after its period of so-so diesel pickups
throughout the s, all of which came after the venerable 7. While truck fans usually heap
criticisms on the 6. What's worse, it projects the range for major repairs to fall between just 65,
and , miles. This is often a hotly debated topic among those who drive trucks daily or simply
like to argue on the internet. Unlike the 6. They face hiccups with fuel and water separators,
failure-prone VGT turbos, diesel particulate filter DPF clogging, and cylinder washing, related to
a troublesome post-injection strategy that causes fuel to dilute the engine oil. As such, these
pickups aren't as likely to boast the sort of longevity that many other diesel-powered vehicles
do. Some owners look to combat these problems by swapping the compound turbo setup for a
single turbocharger, which does away with some but not all of the usual issues. Likewise, many
remove the trucks' emissions systemsâ€”like deleting the DPF and tuning it to run
properlyâ€”though that's led to massive legal trouble for more than a few folks. Many repairs
require the removal of the truck's cab, too, since the V8 is so tightly fitted into the engine bay.
Performance specs for the 6. Fuel economy figures were mediocre, though, and the Ford was
far out-matched by Dodge's inline-six Cummins in that category. Of course, this isn't to say that
all 6. They do, however, demand extra service to make sure everything is in proper working
order. Consumer Reports only makes explicit mention of the Ford Super Duty, although this
engine had a production run that lasted through the model year with minor tweaks. They weren't
without their issues, though, as all of Detroit's Big Three had growing pains with the newly
tightened emissions restrictions at the time. This 6. I have records of all the maintenance done
at the Ford dealer in San Antonio, Texas still the engine went bad again. Honesty this 6. For the
amount of money that this truck cost it very very costly. The truck spend more time in shop or
broke down. At the moment I can afford to fix it because of how much its going to cost me to fix
it or get a new engine. Yes I'm very upset and pissed at Ford. Haha, I got over it. I replaced the
engine at my cost and had to refinance the truck to be able to replace the engine. I thought the
rattling sound and chirping noise was a bearing going bad. I replaced both belts, idlers, and
water pump. Had it towed to a Ford dealer for a through diagnosis. It's a beautiful 8, pound
paperweight. Shopping for another truck now without the 6. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Ask your Ford dealer. Most Common Solutions: replace engine 3 reports not sure 2
reports repaired engine coolant hose 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share
on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful
site for this F problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. The upper engine coolant hose blew. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. Purchasing for a business? Apply for a free business
account! To promote recycling, this is a refundable deposit on the purchase. Return the old
battery core to receive the refund. Help is just a phone call away! We strive to provide the best
price available on BatteriesPlus. Store pricing may vary from the price advertised on
BatteriesPlus. All registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Duracell is
a registered trademark of Duracell U. Operations, Inc. Skip to main content. Need help? Call Log
In or Register. Your Store. Select Your Store. Your Account. Login or Signup. Own a Store
Business Accounts. Refine Search. Brand Show Results. Duracell Ultra 3. Odyssey 1. X2Power
2. Color Show Results. Blue Top 2. Lead Acid Type Show Results. Deep Cycle 3. Starting 6. List
View Grid View. Vehicle Specific. Brand: Duracell Ultra. Format: BCI Group Lead Acid Type:
Starting. Cold Cranking Amps: Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - QTY Add to Cart.
Capacity: 75AH. Reserve Capacity Minutes: Brand: X2Power. Capacity: 69AH. Brand: Odyssey.
Capacity: 74AH. Sign up to receive our emails. First Name. Last Name. Email Address. Let's
Stay Connected. Your Cart. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a

vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Replacement Series
engines are meant for stock or slightly modified diesel pickups. They are a standard rebuild
with the highest quality engine parts available. All long block engines are balanced and
blueprinted to original factory specs. All engines are machined on CNC equipment to ensure
proper clearances and finishes. Engines are then as
06 tdi jetta
barbie jeep battery charger
1999 pontiac grand prix engine diagram
sembled by ASE Certified technicians to exacting specifications. Warranty: 2 years unlimited
mileage for non commercial applications. Camshaft, Lifters, and Timing Gears. Valve Train
including rocker arms and push rods. Engines usually ship within 3 business days of ordering.
There is an extra charge for residential address deliveries, please use a commercial address.
This is completely refundable once we receive your good core back within 30 days. Return
freight on the core engine is prepaid and included in the shipping charge. Toggle menu Gift
Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Now: 7, You save. Write a Review. Current Stock:. Quantity:
Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share This Article. Product Description The
Replacement Series engines are meant for stock or slightly modified diesel pickups. Product
Videos. Custom Field. You May Also Like Quick view Details. MSRP: 8, Now: 8, Choose Options.
Was: 5, Now: 4, Now: 11, Recommended Quick view Details. Now: 5, MSRP: Now: Add to Cart.

